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From a family of the old French nobility, Hubert Taffin de Givenchy (1927-

2018) is from Beauvais, France. He developed a strong taste at an early age,

nourished by a refined education. He was fascinated by the costume

collection of his grandfather, Jules Badin, director of the Beauvais and

Gobelins manufactories, which definitely influenced his inclination for the

world of fashion. Fashion was however not his only passion: architecture

and decoration were also his favourite fields. He thus created one of the

most important collections of the 20th century.

 

Balthasar-Friedrich Behrens (goldsmith), William Kent (after), Chandelier of King 
George II, 1736-1737, former Hubert de Givenchy collection

More than a collector, Hubert de Givenchy is above all a man of taste who

designed interiors in his own image. He said of himself, “I am not a collector.

I act by love at first sight. I assemble objects that I live with. My aim is not to

accumulate”. Givenchy lived in homes that reflected his collection and his

refinement. After his first apartment on rue Fabert, he acquired in 1984

the Hôtel de Cavoye on rue des Saints-Pères, which he quickly furnished. He

then moved in 1986 to the Hôtel d'Orrouer, rue de Grenelle, where he created

a majestic decor. A true collector of residences, he also owned the Château

de Jouvet, in the Loire Valley, as well as the Clos Fiorentina, a mas on the

heights of Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat, all of which were privileged places that

hosted his important collection.

 

Jean Bérain (after), Candlesticks, first quarter of the 18th century, former Hubert de
Givenchy collection

Jean Bérain (after), Candlesticks, first quarter of the 18th century, Galerie Léage

Hubert de Givenchy had an eclectic and refined taste, supported by a solid

culture. Initially a fan of Boulle marquetry furniture at a time when it was

still relatively shunned, he harmoniously combined it with modern works by

Mark Rothko (1903-1970) or Alberto Giacometti (1901-1966). In terms of

furniture and objets d'art, his taste was mainly for the 17th and 18th

centuries, from Louis XIV to Louis XVI. Chests of drawers, candelabras,

firedogs, torches, and carpets were displayed in rooms with wood-panelled

walls. Always the work of the greatest masters, such as Nicolas Pineau,

Charles Cressent, Joseph Baumhauer, Philippe Caffieri or André-Charles

Boulle, the pieces in his collection were of a rare finesse of execution. What

distinguished Hubert de Givenchy's interiors above all was the life that was

breathed into each of his objects. The decor he created was not static, and

each of the masterpieces he surrounded himself with was used.

 

Joseph Baumhauer (attributed to), Standing writing desk, 1758, former Hubert de Givenchy
collection

His collection included iconic pieces with prestigious provenance. For

example, an important silver chandelier by the silversmith Balthasar-

Friedrich Behrens, based on a model by the architect and draughtsman

William Kent (1685-1748) for King George II of England. An astonishing

standing writing desk, attributed to Joseph Baumhauer ( †  1772) and

commissioned by the Count of Cobenzl from the marchand mercier Lazare

Duvaux (1703-1758) in 1758, passed through the hands of great collectors such

as Baron Nathaniel de Rothschild and the Wildentsteins, before coming into

the possession of Hubert de Givenchy. Its clever mechanism makes it an

important representative of 18th century mechanism furniture. Finally, a

rare flat desk by André-Charles Boulle (1642-1732) should be noticed. One of

the first flat desks made in France, its original shape bears witness to the

period of aesthetic and technical research in which Boulle's contribution

was decisive, between the end of the 17th and the beginning of the 18th

centuries.

 

Jules Degoullons (sculptor), Pair of double doors from Château de Versailles' chapel, circa
1710, former Hubert de Givenchy collection, gifted in honor of Mrs. Jayne Wrightsman at

the Metropolitan Museum (inv. 1988.142a, b)

 

Hubert de Givenchy was a generous patron of the arts, working alongside

the Wrightsman couple, who were also accomplished collectors and major

donors to the Metropolitan Museum in New York. Some elements of his

collection, notably a pair of double doors from the Salon de la

Chapelle in Château de Versailles, are now in this great American museum. A

true philanthropist, Givenchy also donated a vase that belonged to Madame

Adélaïde, daughter of Louis XV, to the Château de Versailles. While the

aesthetic value of his collection no longer needs to be justified, the presence

of his objects in various important international museums truly establishes

their historical value.

 

Green Hubert de Givenchy drawing room at the hôtel d'Orrouer, rue de Grenelle in Paris

A man of taste, steeped in culture and with a refined education, Hubert de

Givenchy embodied the French Great Taste. In his homes, with their

aristocratic atmosphere, he created interiors where life seemed to have

been going on for three centuries, amongst the works of the greatest

craftsmen and artists. A herald of French elegance, he assembled an

emblematic collection that made him a major figure in the art world until

his death in 2018.
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